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ASYSTEMS APPROAGH TO SOLVING
COrf,PLEX PROBLEMS (PINT II)
In Systemation Letter 295, I introduced a very powerful technique for analyzing and solving complex
problems. This technique, known as Goal Fabric
Analysis,* proves to be flexible, dynamic, and shows
a

more complete rationale for the results. In this letter,

of
I give another use of Goal Fabric Analysis
- thatwe
selecting a minicomputer. Using this example,
will examine:
o The interrelations between goals
o Several additional reduction techniques
o How to deal with deadlocks
o A very useful ranking short-cut
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MINICOMPUTER SELECTION PROBLEM
Since minicomputers are fast becoming both feasi-

I plan to
show how you can select the best minicomputer for
your needs, using Goal Fabric Analysis. I am going to
Iimit the scope of the problem to computer selection.
A similar analysis can be performed on other components of the system and combined with the selected
computer . . . or entire systems can be analyzed.

ble and desirable for many applications,

Froblem. The first step is to define what we want to
do with the minicomputer.
I am going to be Iookingfor a computer to do a
lot of input-output work ond o lesser omount of
computotion. My stoff ond I have reduced the
alternatives to two models [A ond B) by
eliminoting those thot cost too much, those for
which we connot get specificotions, those we
hove known tobe of poor quality, orthose which
hove vorious other problems.
We could analyze more if they passed initial screening, but two is enough to provide a good illustration of

the analysis.
Goals List. The next step is to quickly list all of the
goals you can think of. You may want to try it yourself
before you continue reading. I came up with a list like

this:
o Fast
o Large storage capacity
o Compatible

o
o
o
o

input-output structure
with instruction set

Large, easy to work

Low maintenance
Lowest cost for features
Good software support

How do our lists match? Similar, or at least, equally
complex?
Choose a better

mini with Goal Fabric Analysis.

*Goal Fabric Analysis was first presented in "Abstract Representation of Goals," a paper
bv Professor M.L. Manheim of MIT and F.L. Hall, then with Peat, Marwich, Livingston
and Co,, Boslon, now with McMasler University. Hamilton. Ontario
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Goals Outline. In order to come up with a better
technique to analyze our goals, lets group them into
an outline, filling in the gaps. We may even want to
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add additional goals. The list above transforms into
the following outline.

GOAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS
When you first listed your goals, you noticed two
kinds of relationships . . . vertical and horizontal. The
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Evaluations. As you can see, the outline shows the
evaluating the alternatives
results of the next step
for the lowest goals or -criteria. Some of the evaluations shown on the outline are fairly subjective, but
these are used equally well as quantitative evaluations.
Goal Fabric. The best way to use the goals outline and
the evaluations is to build a goal fabric like the one
below. Once the goals outline is completed, building
the fabric is simply a graphical problem. I did some
special arranging so that I could show special relationships, as betweenc ycle speed and direct storoge. I
will discuss these relationships and other details,
before we continue on with the solution.

vertical relationships are those between sub-goals
and their higher level goals. They help answer such
questions as "How do we reach this goal?" or "What
does this goal mean?" Vertical relationships are easy
to understand and to work with. Horizontal relationships exist between goals or sub-goals not in the same
category. These relationships show the dependence
or independence of a goal. For instance, cycle time
and direct storage access are related in that direct
access to memory will save time and instructions so
that cycle time is less important when memory is
directly accessable. For this reason, a dashed line
[----) was placed between cycle speed and direct storoge. This relationship will be used when comparing
the alternatives. The same type of relationship exists
between mointenonce cost and reliobility, in that
maintenance costs are not as important if the machine
is fairly reliable and corrective maintenance is minimal. Only those horizontal relationships which affect
the evaluation and comparison of an alternative are
important. Casual relationships like reliability and
purchase price are not important to the Goal Fabric
Analysis.
Now let's return to our minicomputer selection by
discussing some goal fabric reduction techniques.

R-EDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Dominance. In Part I of this letter we used dominance

to reduce our goal fabric. Horizontal relationships
were not considered. In our minicomputer example,
price
the sub-goal cost has two sub-goals
-purchase
goals
outline,
data
in
the
mointenonce.
Using
the
and
the comparison of A and B without horizontal relationships would look like this, with A dominating (means the same):

However,

if the relationship between

mointenonce

costs andreliobility is considered, neither dominates:
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This is because the better reliability of MINI B offsets
the difference in maintenance costs.

Decision Maker's Choice. Sometimes, the decision

You can see that the choice is now between safety and
economics. There are three ways to handle this kind
of deadlock.

maker determines dominance in a set of criteria without evaluating each criterion. For instance, COMPILERS could be broken down further than FORTRAN
and others into efficiency, standard coding, job control language, etc. However, the decision-maker has
established a preference for BASIC and will disregard
the other criteria in favor of the one with BASIC.

1. Add or breakdown existing sub-goals into more,
non-economic sub-goals to show dominance more

clearly. The minicomputer selection goal fabric
avoided this deadlock by showing COST as one of
several sub-goals. Also, only economically similar
alternatives were analyzed.
2. Another method is to use the breakpoint reduction

Interval Comparison. Looking at the outline, notice

that the evaluations under maintenonce show

reliability with B dominating (good over fair), speed
equal, and ovoilobility with A dominating (fair over
poor). In order to determine dominance for
mointenonce, some trade-offs are necessary. In this
case, the dominance of B is over a different range than

the dominance of A. By comparing these different
ranges or intervals, dominance can be determined. I
considered the "fair-poor" interval for avoilobility
less of a difference than the "fair-good" interval for
reliobility. Because of this, B dominates.

U

Breakpoint. Breakpoints are used when deadlocks
occur between monetary and non-monetary goals.
The breakpoint is the monetary value at which the
alternatives are equal. The difference between the
breakpoint and the actual value of the alternatives is
compared to the non-monetary goals. If the nonmonetary goals are worth more, choose the alternative which dominates on non-monetary goals; if not,
choose the other alternative. Breakpoints are discussed further under deodlocks.

MINI SELECTION SOLUTION
Using the additional techniques from above, I made
the comparison between A and B using the goal fabric. The results for everything but the final choice are
shown on the original goal fabric. The minuses and
pluses after the dominance notes indicate that the
dominance was close (-), fairly definite O, or absolute
(+). This helps in making the final dominance decision.
I determined the choice to be minicomputer B. In

making the choice,

I looked at the top

speed, storoge, cost, mointenonce,

fit,

sub-goals:
and softwarc.I

considered all but COST to be equally important.
I chose the one
which dominated the majority of the sub-goals
MINI B.
DEADLOCKS
Since neither mini dominated cost,

In some decisions, deadlocks occur in which the
decision maker or his staff cannot easily determine

technique. This shows the decision-maker exactly
what the non-economic sub-goals must be worth
to be a deadlock
less will give dominance to the
candidate dominating
economics and vise versa.
3. If the methods prove insufficient, review the
analysis and make adjustments.
If nothing can break the deadlock, then consider the
choices equivalent. For other than economic/noneconomic deadlocks, methods (1) and (3) can still be
used to break the tie. It is unusual, however, that two
choices can be considered equivalent
the
- to
decision-maker can usually apply past experience
break a tie before it becomes much of a problem.

RANKING SHORTCUT

The minicomputer example analyzed only two
in which the ranking was trivial. How-

candidates

ever, many Goal Fabric Analyses involve several candidates. As seen from Part I of this letter, analyzing
even four candidates can be somewhat tedious. Comparing each candidate to all the rest can become
nearly impossible for six or more candidates. A computer analysis may be of help, but most goals do not

lend themselves to numerical evaluations. Using the
"winner versus the next candidate" approach can
give the best, but does not produce a perfectly ranked

list.
There is a technique, however, which can be used
fairly easily to reduce the number of comparisons to
the absolute minimum and provide an accurately
ranked list of candidates. I call this the Divide and
Compare Technique.* Basically, it involves successively dividing the list in halves and comparing the
members of one part to the others. The results are very
encouraging:
Norrnal Number of Comparisons
Number of
Candidates
2
3

the dominance among a sub-set of goals. Usually, the
deadlock is between economic and non-economic
sub-goals. For instance, the upper stages of a goal
fabric analysis might look like this:
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In order to easily perform and explain the,Divide and
Compare Technique, use the following flowchart:

(A). Since A comes before C, exchange A and C. This
E,
F, and I
D, G
process continues for B
exlast
At
the
necessary.
places
where
exchanging
changell l-E), yon will notice that this affects the
first comparison with the center candidate position
(where E1s now). You can see that another compariion and exchange is necessary (between E and HJ'
This is not absolutely necessary, but saves many
comparisons and exchanges in the following iterationJ. The result of the first iteration is shown in the
example diagram (E A B F H C D G D.

Neit, divide the group in half again and round
4+2:2->2. Again, start with
down (if necessary)
(E) and compare it to the
position
the first candidate
next candidate 2 up (B). Since B comes before E,
and F
E
exchange B and E. Repeatfor A
-C.
-F, -D,
Since F and C are exchanged, check previous comC, no exparisons with the lower position (A
ihange). Now compare H and D' Since there is an
exchinge, check previous comparisons' Notice that
D results in an exchange, so
the comparison E
to that (B D)'There
previous
comparison
check the
The
G and H
is no exchange. Go on and finish F
CEFH
B A D-I.
results for this interation are as shown:
GI.

Example. Ordering nine candidates HC B G I A D F E

in which their final order will be alphabetical.
-

F.

The last interation is similar to the first and second'
Follow the flowchart and the example through and
you will see the final results are as shown: A B C D E F
G H L Notice that when checking previous comparisons after an exchange, you only have to back up till
you make a comparison with no exchange.
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STEPS

IN GOAL FABRIC ANALYSIS

1. List the goals

z. Outline
9A9CEFHEI

3.
4.
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The process will become clear as we walkthrough the
flowchart and the example.
Begin by dividing the nine candidates in half and
9+2:4r/z*4. Starting with the first
round down
(H), compare it to the candidate
position
candidate
one group size (4) up (I). Since H comes before I, there
is no exclange. Move up to the next candidate (C) and
compare it to the next candidate one group size up

the goals
o Fill in gaps
o Identif y interrelationships
Sketch the goal fabric
o Show interrelationships
o Add more sub-goals and/or criteria as necessaly
Evaluate the alternatives
o'Using only screened candidates
o With respect to criteria (lowest sub-goals)
Compare the alternatives in pairs using:
r Dominance
o Decision-maker choice
r Interval comparison
r Breakpoints
Rank the alternatives
o Use "each against all" for less than 5
o Use "divide/compare" for 5 or more

Goal Fabric Analysis can and should be used for
any decision involving more than just "cost-plus"
goals which is handled quite well with something
like decision trees.* I have detailed the steps and
ways to handle difficulties. It is now up to you to put
Goal Fabric Analysis to good use in solving your
complex problems.
*

See
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